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Research Article

Creating and delivering augmented scenes

JAMES E. MOWER*

Department of Geography and Planning, Arts and Sciences 221, State University of New

York at Albany, Albany, NY 12222, USA

(Received 19 February 2008; in final form 19 February 2008 )

An augmented scene delivery system (ASDS) creates and distributes annotated

cartographic products in real time from captured still imagery. An ASDS applies

augmented reality technology to the visualization of unrestricted exterior

viewsheds through an adaptive, perspective-based surface resampling model.

This paper describes an ASDS testing platform, introduces a client/server model

for distributing augmented scenes over the Internet, presents a linear-time

algorithm for resampling dense elevation models for perspective imaging and

conducts an execution analysis of the algorithm’s implementation, demonstrating

that augmented scenes can be constructed and delivered efficiently. The paper

also presents a migration path to mobile ASDS platforms with a discussion of the

remaining technological problems associated with its implementation.

Keywords: Augmented reality; DEM; TIN; Perspective imaging

1. Introduction

Broadly defined, an augmented reality (AR) system supplements images of the real

world with virtual objects that appear to coexist with their referent features in a

shared coordinate space (Azuma et al. 2001). Cartographers have been adding

symbols to images for a long time, of course; names, linework, and other graphic

objects help to enhance the visualization of features from clusters of pixels or grains

of emulsion. Most current AR systems, in application domains as diverse as robot

navigation and computer-assisted surgery, extend the air photo markup process in

two ways: they apply symbols to still or streaming video imagery captured in real

time and they create a composite image that generally serves as an interactive

interface to a spatial database.

This paper will discuss a webcam-based system for creating and delivering

augmented scenes for the cartographic visualization of unrestricted outdoor

viewsheds. An augmented scene (AS) is an AR product restricted to still image

acquisition. We will discuss the hardware and software required to implement an

AS, analyze the current system, and show how it can be generalised to mobile

handheld environments either with or without streaming video augmentation.

There are an unlimited number of applications for augmented scenes, given that

one can overlay any visible scene with symbolic representations of features in real

time. Typical applications might include virtual tourism, utility identification, forest

fire location and evacuation route planning.
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2. Previous work in augmented reality

On a functional level, AR applications require at least two types of primary data.

The first is a two-dimensional image (captured and displayed optically or digitally)

and the second is its corresponding surface model registered to geographic

coordinates. Images are easy to capture; registering their referent objects to a

three-dimensional model is harder.

Much of the early work in AR was directed toward large scale image capture

within relatively small, interior viewsheds, typified by industrial applications (Dorai

et al. 1998) and robotic navigation in lab environments (Drasic and Milgram 1991).

Later, robotic navigation work expanded to exterior environments but still limited

viewshed extents to several hundred meters (Neumann et al. 1999; Azuma et al.

1998; Kim et al. 1998). Mower (1997) proposed a system design for augmenting

hand-held video image acquisition in unrestricted field environments using GPS,

digital compass and digital inclinometer inputs for image registration. Bell et al.

(2001) discussed an implementation of a mobile system for imaging the Columbia

University campus. Roberts et al. (2002) described a prototype system for imaging

subsurface utility lines. Clarke (2001) described the technology required to

implement AR products in GIS for mobile platforms. Much of the current work

in AR studies the cognitive aspects of scene construction and evaluation. Azuma

and Furmanski (2003) evaluated the effects of label positioning on user response

times. Furmanski et al. (2002) explored the presentation of relevant, but obscured

information in urban environments for architectural, military and other applica-

tions.

This paper will extend the application of AR to unrestricted outdoor scenes,

allowing the user to identify features out to the edge of her viewshed. Mower (2002)

explored data structure issues for large viewsheds and implemented an early

webcam-based system. This paper expands that approach with the introduction of a

fast elevation resampling algorithm supporting real-time construction of DEMs

optimized for perspective rendering. It also provides a general framework for

augmented scene delivery through a web services model and a migration path to a

fully mobile system.

3. How the system works

The current augmented scene delivery system (ASDS) implementation provides

perspective imaging of the New York State Capital Region from a user-controllable

video webcam positioned at the top of a 22 story building on the campus of the

University at Albany. Figure 1 illustrates its modules and data. Briefly, the

application server responds to HTTP requests generated by a user on a client

browser. To efficiently support multiple, overlapping user requests, the server parses

each request on a separate execution thread without maintaining the state of any

previous request. When a user request demands a fresh image from the camera, the

application server enters a HTTP-based conversation with the image server

beginning with the submission of camera orientation parameters and ending with

the acquisition of a new image. The application server then rotates, scales, and

renders the three-dimensional surface model to match the requested physical camera

orientation. For any current user-selected data theme, the application server

transforms the world coordinates of each included feature (easting, northing, and

elevation) to perspective screen coordinates (relative to an origin at the upper left
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corner of the scene). If a feature is associated with a visible surface (relative to the

camera’s line of sight) within the current viewport (the rendered portion of

the surface model within the frame buffer), it copies a symbol for the feature to the

image at the transformed coordinates. Since the viewport and the camera image

share the same pixel dimensions and viewing geometry, the symbol and its image

referent occupy the same image space. Once the application server has finished

processing all of the features in the selected themes, it returns the composite image to

the client browser embedded with interactive controls in a web document. The user

can click on the image, on its symbols, or on its controls. Each of these events

generates a new HTTP server request.

The image server components include a workstation connected to a digital

camera. The camera, equipped with a zoom lens, is installed on a mount with 360u of

movement in azimuth and approximately 180u in altitude. Both the zoom and

mount mechanisms are remotely controllable through a web interface. The

application server waits for browser requests, submits commands to the image

server, augments the captured image and returns the composite image to the

browser. The user client station can be any platform running a web browser with an

active Internet connection.

From its vantage point, the camera can see a viewshed bordered by several of the

most northern peaks of the Catskill Mountains to the south, the foothills of the

Adirondack Mountains to the north and the Taconic Range to the east (Figure 2).

With a maximum viewshed extent of 55 km, it was necessary to design and

implement a surface model that could provide efficient perspective rendering and

analysis at high resolution near the camera, and progressively lower resolutions with

increasing distance from the camera. To accommodate this requirement, the author

developed a fast, on-the-fly data extraction procedure for selecting elevation samples

from a high-density TIN at progressively lower resolutions with distance from an

arbitrary viewpoint within the TIN coverage. The TIN model has two important

advantages over grid cell models for this project: (1) almost all perspective rendering

hardware systems use triangular surface primitives; (2) spot elevations can be

selected from a dense TIN and triangulated quickly to form a new, sparser elevation

model. A quick tour of the project’s rendering subsystem will help to motivate the

design of its three-dimensional data structures.

Figure 1. The modules and information flow of the current augmented scene delivery
system.
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4. The rendering model

The rendering process establishes mappings between world coordinates and their

two-dimensional perspective projections. Most current desktop and laptop

computers are shipped with sophisticated rendering hardware supplemented with

the OpenGL or Direct3D rendering libraries in firmware. Both libraries implement

very fast forward transformations of digital elevation data to two-dimensional

perspective views (upwards of 100,000,000 rendered triangles/s) and inverse

transformations for the retrieval of three-dimensional coordinates from two-

dimensional screen (pixel) coordinates. A user click on an augmented scene image

pixel retrieves the three-dimensional world coordinates of the corresponding point

on the terrain model, first by finding the nearest surface triangle along the camera’s

line of sight and then by calculating the barycentric coordinates at the target from

those of the triangle’s vertices. Once obtained, the system uses the target’s world

coordinates to center the camera and rendered model on the location, to determine

the distance of the location to the camera, to see if the location intersects a buffer

surrounding a selected feature or to perform any number of other three-dimensional

spatial operations. An ASDS perspective image is thus an interactive map to the

visible surfaces in the three-dimensional environment (Figure 3).

Since the triangle is the simplest rendering primitive for surface facets in OpenGL

and Direct3D, a TIN data structure provides a natural and efficient representation

of the three-dimensional surface. But regardless of the chosen data structure, the

Figure 2. A screen shot of a browser station viewing an augmented scene. The surrounding
HTML and JavaScript controls have been omitted for clarity. Icons represent locations of
known features in the currently selected themes. The label (Starbucks) appears because its
icon was ‘rolled over’ by the mouse before the screenshot was taken.
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performance of the rendering subsystem is ultimately limited by its available

memory and rendering speed. The viewshed for this study area is completely covered

by elevation data in US Geological Survey (USGS) 1:24,000 format sampled at a

10 m grid interval. The data are part of a larger DEM series that was originally

created by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation in 1994

from scanned USGS 1:24,000 topographic map sheets. The data are now maintained

by USGS and made available by the Cornell University Geospatial Information

Repository (CUGIR 2008). Assuming a circular viewshed with a radius of 55 km,

the visible region would contain a little over 95,000,000 elevation samples. An

exhaustive Delaunay triangulation would provide approximately 190,000,000 facets.

At 100,000,000 triangles/s, a brute force rendering of the entire region in a suitably

large frame buffer would require a little less than 2 seconds. Rendering times

increase dramatically for smaller frame buffers as portions of the elevation model

are swapped in and out of video memory. Rather than rendering the data at its

highest resolution over the entire region, the system takes advantage of the fact that

a background pixel in a perspective-viewing model covers more of the landscape

than does a foreground pixel (Figure 4). It does not make sense to render more detail

than can be represented graphically; therefore, in the interest of efficiency, the

system performs adaptive surface resampling governed by the distance of a given

data point to the camera. This reduces the overall processing burden and delegates

elevation sample selection to a dedicated system module.

5. Intermediate data products

To accommodate adaptive resampling for this project, the author developed several

intermediate data products. First, individual USGS 1:24,000 format DEMs covering

the viewshed were reorganized into 10610 km grids designated as region files.

Region files maintain the same sampling intervals from their 1:24,000 source files

Figure 3. An overview of the rendering process that transforms three-dimensional world
coordinates to two-dimensional screen coordinates.
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and enforce a constant number of rows and columns across all regions. To maintain

compatibility with the project’s elevation data, all horizontal coordinates are

currently represented in UTM 1927. Region files on the edge of the represented area

may contain null values.

Although the 1:24,000 source data were created from scanned 1:24,000 map

sheets, few problems were encountered that could be attributed to poor data

collection or processing. The age of the DEM data caused more problems, especially

with regard to elevations derived from the Albany, NY quadrangle. The surface for

this quadrangle was recorded before the creation of the Empire State Plaza in the

mid 1960s. Dominated by five office towers, the structure is built upon a landscape

created from extensive cut and fill operations. Several of its important visual

landmarks appear significantly lower in captured imagery (including the heights of

the features, of course) than portrayed by the rendered model, even after accounting

for earth curvature. The heights of the features in the Empire State Plaza complex

were overestimated to compensate for discrepancies in the DEM.

5.1 Building dense TINs from grid cell DEMs

The region files were next converted to a dense TIN (DTIN) using the algorithm

RegionToDTIN based on Heller (1990) with a constant vertical sampling tolerance

of 1 m.

Algorithm RegionToDTIN

(1) Establish a vertical sampling tolerance.

(2) Construct two triangles from the four samples at the corners of the DEM.

Put the two triangles onto the processing stack.

(3) Add the four samples to the saved vertex list.

(4) While there are triangles on the processing stack,

Figure 4. The number of samples per rendered pixel varies with distance from the viewpoint
in a perspective model. As surface distance increases from the viewpoint, the number of
samples contributing to a rendered pixel also increases.
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(4.1) Remove a triangle for inspection. Call it the parent triangle.

(4.2) Construct the plane equation of the parent triangle.

(4.3) Find the sample falling within the two-dimensional bounds of the

parent triangle that has the furthest orthogonal distance from the

plane of the triangle.

(4.4) If the distance to the furthest sample is greater than the tolerance

value,

(4.4.1) Add the furthest sample, along with its distance to its parent

triangle’s plane, to the saved vertex list.

(4.4.2) Using the furthest sample as a vertex, subdivide the parent

triangle and add its children to the processing stack.

In other words, an elevation sample is only included in the DTIN if its

elevation varies by more than the given tolerance from the plane of its parent

(enclosing) triangle. The DTIN serves as the source for the adaptive resampling

procedure, which itself produces the variable resolution TIN (VTIN). The

rendering engine reads the VTIN and creates an internal triangular mesh upon

which it performs subsequent affine transformations (rotation and scaling). If

the camera is in a fixed position (as it is in the current system), the internal

mesh can be saved to a file and reloaded when the system is restarted without

consulting the VTIN.

5.2 VTIN data structure

The DTIN represents the highest possible sampling resolution for an augmented

scene surface model. Much of that resolution is wasted in a perspective viewing

model since high-resolution sampling is only required for large scale rendering near

the camera. As distance from the camera increases, the possibility that a rendered

triangular surface occupies less than 1 screen pixel also increases. A VTIN model

compensates for scale variation in a perspective model by reducing sampling density

with distance from a central point.

Although a static camera system only requires one VTIN centered on the location

of the mast, a mobile system must ensure that its user remains at the point of the

highest sampling density. If a user were to move her viewpoint through the viewshed

covered by a VTIN, its representation would be biased toward the declared

viewpoint (DVP), leading to under-representation at her current position and

varying resolution with direction away from it. In the current implementation,

VTIN tolerance values increase linearly away from the DVP at the rate of 1.28 m/

km. An observer positioned 5 km away from the DVP would find a maximum

allowable tolerance of 6.4 m at her actual viewpoint (AVP) rather than 0 m at the

DVP. Even worse, the maximum allowable tolerance would vary with direction

from the AVP, decreasing to 0 at the DVP and increasing to 12.8 m on a line 5 km in

the opposite direction of the DVP (Figure 5).

Clearly, it is important for a mobile system to provide VTINs on demand for new

user positions. GenerateVTIN provides a linear time algorithm for VTIN sample

selection in the manner of a multi-resolution triangle mesh, subject to level-of-detail

queries (de Floriani and Magillo 2002).

Algorithm GenerateVTIN
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(1) Establish the declared viewpoint (DVP) coordinates, camera field of view (w),

screen pixel height (h) and tangent of the critical angle (a).

(2) For each DTIN sample,

(2.1) Find the distance of the sample to the DVP.

(2.2) Using the given distance of the sample to its parent plane, compute the

tangent of the error angle (e) from the DVP.

(2.3) If e.a, add the sample to the saved vertex list. Otherwise, reject it.

(3) Perform a Delaunay triangulation of the samples on the saved vertex list.

To ensure the efficient real-time creation of VTINs, every DTIN sample includes its

orthogonal distance from the plane of its parent triangle. The VTIN generator

evaluates a sample by finding the tangent of the angle e that it makes with its parent

plane (as seen from the viewpoint) and comparing that to the tangent of the critical

angle a required to resolve the samples to two separate pixels (Figure 6). If the

computed tangent t for the sample falls below that of a, the sample is rejected. The

current implementation calculates an approximated tangent t̂ to speed execution (see

Section 7).
After their elevations are adjusted to account for earth curvature, the selected

samples are triangulated with open source Delaunay triangulation software created

Figure 5. A VTIN is only valid for a small region surrounding the declared viewpoint. At
further distances, resolution near the actual viewpoint is relatively low and varies away from it
with distance and direction.
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by Shewchuk (2002) with O(n log n) performance. It is possible that better

performance could be achieved through the implementation of a dynamic Delaunay

triangulation through the incremental deletion of sample points from a dense

triangulation (Crespin 2002). Although the current static camera system implements

real-time VTIN construction, it only requires one centred on the camera mast. An

analysis of the real-time VTIN construction execution characteristics follows in

Section 7.

6. Implementing an augmented scene delivery system

By offloading most of the work to a server, an ASDS client can be as simple as a web

browser implemented on one of many different types of portable computers, PDAs,

or even cellular phones. To create an augmented scene, the application server

requires a captured image along with information about the position and attitude of

the imaging device at the time of the snapshot. It returns a web page to the client

containing the composite image and supporting web controls. Virtually all web

browsers, whether running on PDAs, notebooks or desktop machines, can send and

receive text and graphics.

The current project supports client/server processing through a standalone server

that the author implemented in C# running under Microsoft Windows XP. The

server components include separate engines for multithreaded and stateless HTTP

communication, perspective rendering, feature lookup and symbol overlay. Figure 1

illustrates the flow of information in a typical HTTP conversation.

Figure 6. A DTIN sample at s is selected for a VTIN if the angle e it makes with respect to
the parent plane, as seen from the declared viewpoint v, is greater than the critical angle a. t̂ is
the approximate tangent of the error angle e, ds is the distance from the sample to the parent
plane along the plane normal, d̂s is the approximated distance of the sample to the parent
plane along the leg of the right triangle Dvsp9 and dv is the straight-line distance from the
viewpoint to the sample. The critical angle a defines the portion of the camera field of view
(FOV) that covers a single pixel given the frame buffer height h.
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6.1 Perspective projection

Figure 7 illustrates the image/model registration process. On the receipt of the

current position, orientation and zoom factor of the camera, the rendering engine

uses these parameters to rotate and scale the model to a viewport matching the

dimensions of the captured image. Since both two-dimensional surface representa-

tions share the same coordinate system, corresponding pixels across the representa-

tions refer to identical referent locations in three-dimensional space. Therefore, the

captured image provides an interface to the rendered three-dimensional model when

incorporated into a HTML imagemap.

In a rendered perspective image, pixel selection is normally interpreted as the

identification of a point or area on the three-dimensional surface closest to the observer

along the observer’s line of sight. Since the line of sight may intersect any number of

rendered surfaces, the rendering engine must build a list of all intersected surfaces (as

triangular facets) and order them by distance from the viewpoint (Figure 8). The first

facet in the list represents the target surface. The rendering engine determines the world

coordinates of the ‘hit-point’ by applying an inverse transformation of the selected

Figure 7. The image/model registration process. When a VTIN is rendered with the same
position and viewing coordinates as the camera, the rendered model and the camera image
share the same screen coordinate system.
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pixel’s screen coordinates back to the world coordinate transformation built for the

current image. UTM is used for the current system but any three-dimensional

rectangular coordinate system could be substituted.

Like UTM, The X and Y (easting and northing) planes of the rendered

model’s world coordinate system are flat. If the curvature of the earth is

ignored, the projected positions of feature symbols will appear increasingly

higher than their referents with distance from the viewpoint. To compensate, the

VTIN generator applies equation (1) to reduce the height of features as seen

from the viewpoint. This is a standard correction applied to elevations read

from a staff with a surveyor’s level in a geodetic survey (Bannister et al. 1992).

It is used here to lower the reported height of a sample in the DEM as a

function of its distance from the viewpoint. In equation (1), z is the original

sample elevation reported in the DEM in metres, d is the distance between the

viewpoint and the object in kilometres and zc is the adjusted elevation for the

sample in metres. Equation (1) disregards error in the perceived height of an

object due to atmospheric refraction

zc~z{ 0:078d2ð Þ ð1Þ

By shifting this adjustment to the VTIN generator, only one such calculation

needs to be performed for all observations from a single location.

6.2 Affine transformations

Whenever a client request changes the physical camera’s viewing angles and zoom

factor, corresponding rotation and scaling operations must be applied to the

rendered model. The server, using the associated three-dimensional coordinates of

the selected feature or pixel, finds the difference in easting (DE), northing (DN) and

elevation (DZ) between it and the location of the camera. These differences are in

turn transformed to azimuth (h) and altitude (w) angles relative to true north and

based upon the distance of the three-dimensional location to the camera (r)

(equations (2)–(4)).

Figure 8. Hit testing determines which of the three-dimensional surfaces a user has selected.
The user has clicked a pixel representing a region on a hill slope facing the point of view. In
the surface model, a ray extending along the z axis intersects triangular surface facets A, B
and C. A is determined to be the selected surface because it has the smallest z value of the
three facets.
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r~ DEð Þ2z DNð Þ2z DZð Þ2
h i1=2

ð2Þ

w~arcsin DZ=rð Þ ð3Þ

h~arctan DN=DEð Þ ð4Þ
As the physical camera rotates to center the image in its field of view, the rendering

engine rotates the perspective model to match. The server transforms the UTM

coordinates of the selected three-dimensional location into perspective screen

coordinates and if a feature was selected, copies an icon onto the captured camera

image (registered to the perspective image) at that location (Figure 9). The client can

also initiate simple arbitrary rotation and scaling changes through the manipulation

of pan, tilt and zoom controls.

6.3 Themes and feature lookup

This project implements a rudimentary thematic data structure for feature

identification. A theme is defined as a set of features with a common attribute

(mountain peaks, office buildings, schools, etc.) where a feature is represented by a

record in a flat text file. A feature record contains a name, horizontal location in

UTM 1927 coordinates, elevation in m, and a URL that points to an external web

site containing its attribute data. For this project, the author verified the horizontal

location of features in the Capital Region with differential GPS point collection.

Elevations for natural features were collected directly from their corresponding

DEMs. Elevations of large buildings (such as the Empire State Plaza towers) were

gathered from various online sources while those of smaller buildings were

estimated. Future implementations would likely use ‘built DEMs’ from companies

such as i-cubed (http://www.i3.com/products/dcm.htm) as they become more

generally available for smaller cities.

7. Evaluation of system performance

With its single fixed position webcam, the current system is able to support all of its

landscape modelling with a single VTIN. To enable imaging requests from multiple

mobile observation platforms, however, the server must be able to create new,

unique VTINs in real time for each new viewpoint within the DTIN region.

The current GenerateVTIN implementation starts by loading DTIN samples from

disk into a list. It then computes the constant critical angle representing the minimum

angular resolution of a sample and its parent plane with respect to the camera field of

view (in radians) and window height (in pixels). The generator can now respond to

VTIN requests at specific user viewpoint coordinates by consulting the sample list in

RAM. Although such requests would be made over the web in production mode, the

prototype VTIN generator is implemented as a traditional stand-alone application.

When a user requests a new VTIN, the generator evaluates every sample in the list

once by determining the tangent of the angle that it makes with the surface of its

parent plane as seen from the user’s viewpoint. In the current implementation, an

approximation to the tangent t̂
� �

is calculated as the orthogonal distance of the

sample to its parent plane (ds, included in the sample record) divided by the distance

from the sample to the viewpoint (dv) (Figure 6 and equation (5)).
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t̂~
ds

dv
ð5Þ

The server could calculate an exact tangent by first finding the distance of the VP

to the point of intersection of the normal from the parent plane to the sample and

then apply the law of cosines to find the angle at the viewpoint. The author found

through experimentation that an approximate tangent provided sufficiently good

results with fewer computations. If the tangent exceeds that of the critical angle, the

sample is retained in the new VTIN. No attempt is made to account for hidden

surfaces at this point: the rendering firmware performs that operation much more

efficiently.

The extraction process works in linear time with respect to the number of nodes in

the DTIN. Table 1 shows running times for the VTIN creation implementation for

several runs on a 1.3 GHz notebook computer, varying on a multiple of the

computed critical angle. Smaller multiples reduce the critical angle, thus increasing

the number of extracted samples above the optimal value. Larger multiples result in

smaller extracted sets. If the time required to generate an output file is ignored,

execution times are insensitive to the critical angle multiplier. Given that an optimal

VTIN can be created as a list in 3 seconds, it may be practical to create one for each

user on every augmented scene request, triangulate it in RAM and pass the resulting

mesh to the rendering engine. Although the current Delaunay triangulation

programme reads its input data from disk, a production system would do so only

on system startup; all subsequent data references would be made in RAM. The

DTIN loads in approximately 42 seconds on startup.

7.1 Working with larger DTINs

Anyone who has ever worked with a map series understands that sooner or later

one’s area of interest will fall at the corner of four sheets. By starting with DTIN

horizontal coordinates in spherical coordinate pairs, the system could create

seamless VTINs by projecting them on the fly to a modified UTM zone with a

central meridian passing through the camera’s position. Most viewsheds, except

those at the very highest defined UTM latitudes, would safely cover less than 6u of

Figure 9. Centering the camera and surface model on a feature. (a) The position of the
feature is determined relative to the angles h and w made with respect to the Elevation and
Easting axes. (b and c) The calculations for h and w, respectively. r represents the distance of
the camera to the feature.
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longitude. Feature locations would also need to be projected into the same

coordinate system.

Assuming that all elevations were held in a very large flat file, the VTIN generator

could still work efficiently if the DTIN elevations were spatially ordered. Given a

viewpoint, the generator could impose a surrounding window of sufficient

dimension to ensure that no points outside the window could fall within the

viewshed. Only those points within the window would be examined for VTIN

inclusion.

At rendering speeds of 30 million triangles and higher, most modern three-

dimensional graphics accelerators have little difficulty in rendering a scene with

fewer than 100.000 nodes. The current augmented scene generator renders VTIN

scenes in far less than 1 second, much less time than is typically required to deliver

an image over the web.

8. Adapting the system to mobile platforms

The current design of the ASDS image server is insensitive to the user platform; it

will produce augmented scenes as long as it can receive the user’s position and

camera attitude. A stationary system need only find its location once and in the case

of the current system, find its camera attitude angles mechanically. Position and

attitude are much harder to acquire for a mobile client, however. Most prototype

mobile systems currently acquire position and attitude through sensors, typically

acquiring position with a GPS receiver and azimuth and altitude viewing angles with

a digital compass and digital inclinometer, respectively. The client platform for such

a sensor-based system need only provide enough computing power to display

interactive web pages, to accept input connections for GPS, viewing angle

acquisition devices, and a digital still or video camera, and utilize wireless

communications. Virtually all current notebook computers and many PDAs can

be configured to accommodate these requirements. Feiner et al. (1997) assembled

such a prototype mobile ASDS from off-the-shelf equipment.

A handheld mobile ASDS could operate in two modes: (1) as a still device for

obtaining a snapshot at any point in space (generating augmented scenes); (2) as a

full AR system that accounts for a moving observer, varying camera attitude and

real-time symbol overlay on streaming video. The first option substitutes a mobile

platform for the static webcam implementation but otherwise uses a similar image

delivery model. The second option requires the server to feed updates to the client

on demand or at some constant frame rate, implementing a conventional AR

application. As long as the system is not required to track and symbolize moving

Table 1. Execution times for VTIN generation from a DTIN with 9,589,576 samples.
Execution times are rounded to the nearest second.

Critical angle
multiplier Samples extracted

Execution time (second)
with file writing

Execution time (second)
with list writing

0.125 1,778,416 25 3
0.25 731,300 12 3
0.5 255,348 6 3
1 75,311 4 3
2 17,821 3 3
4 3,074 3 3
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features, the positioning of symbols within the composite graphic will only depend

upon the camera position, attitude and field of view. The overlay of symbols on

streaming video from a digital video camera source should thus require no more

computing resources than a simple bitmap copy. The user, however, will expect the

positions of the symbols to ‘follow’ their referent pixels as the camera moves, thus

requiring the server to render new surface models at some minimum frame rate to

keep up with attitude changes. Movement away from the current DVP will

eventually necessitate the generation of a new VTIN and its subsequent

triangulation. Although its generation costs are relatively high, the system could

anticipate a new DVP along the user’s line of travel, begin the construction of its

associated VTIN before the user exceeds the allowable tolerance for short range,

high resolution viewing, and thus promote seamless delivery of a new model when

necessary. Within a given VTIN, the server can render changes in user’s position and

viewing angles at very high frame rates, but the latency of wireless web requests is

likely to impose a bottleneck with respect to image delivery to the user. The use of a

video camera with image stabilization could compensate for spurious hand

movements but intentional attitude or position shifts would require immediate

responses. For this reason, the first generation handheld mobile ASDS clients would

preferentially implement snapshot modeling.

Accuracy limitations of the position finding and viewing angle acquisition devices

will control usability to a great extent. As of now, real-time (i.e. single-shot, non-

differential) GPS units can provide positions within 1 or 2 m of their true position.

Several manufacturers report that their digital compasses measure azimuths with

0.5u accuracy. Böhm and Haala (2005) reported, however, that accuracy was

degraded significantly (to accuracies of 6u, in some cases) with proximity to cars or

other sources of electromagnetic fields. The accuracy of digital inclinometers cover a

broad range, from 0.013u for geotechnical engineering applications (Furlani et al.

2005) up to 0.2u for handheld models.

Given these limitations, what is the worst-case error that we can expect during the

usage of a sensor-based system? Errors in determining the position of the viewpoint

translate the model’s coordinate system with respect to that of the world, affecting

the identification of features nearer to the viewpoint more than those further away

from it. Figure 10 shows a scene in which the observer is trying to identify sewer lines

underneath a street near the viewpoint. Her GPS records a position that is 2 m to the

east of her true position (relative to UTM 1927). Assuming perfect accuracy in

horizontal and vertical angle acquisition, the model for her position will be

translated 2 m east to that of the world. If a point on the sewer line falling in the

viewshed lies 5 m away from the viewpoint, a symbol placed on the acquired image

at the known location of the utility line relative to the model will appear to be

rotated from its image referent by 21.8u, almost the entire field of view for the

camera in the current project.

In Figure 11, the user at p in Figure 10 now observes a feature A at a distance of

50 km. Even though the model coordinates (determined by the acquired position p9)

are still translated 2 m to the east of the world position, the angle that the user makes

with the observed point from her acquired position, relative to that of her true

position, is now approximately 0.002u, much less than critical angle a of 0.073u for a

22u field of view on a display height of 300 pixels.

Errors in viewing angle measurement affect feature identification equally at all

distances from the viewpoint. With a field of view of 22u and a display height of
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300 pixels, the image will diverge from the rendered model by 1 pixel for every 0.073u
of angle acquisition error. A variation in azimuth of 0.3u would correspond to a shift

of a little over 4 pixels on the same display. If the augmentation of the captured

image consists of identifying a point feature with a symbol and text string, a 4-pixel

displacement is probably not going to be a problem considering the inexactness of

name placement. If the augmentation was a superimposition of a linear symbol

upon a road, utility line or stream, a 4-pixel offset would become much more

noticeable as the symbol ‘ghosts’ its referent over its course. Scott-Young (2003)

reports that good alignment results were achieved for automobile-based attitude

acquisition based on input from three GPS receivers and a gyroscope. Probable

alignment and positional discrepancies due to sensor precision could be commu-

nicated to the user through a text overlay in the manner of a dilution of precision

statistic on a GPS receiver.

Unfortunately, the use of such devices for mobile users outside of automobiles is

prohibited by their excessive weight and in the case of multiple GPS receivers, by the

need for a relatively long observation baseline. Recognizing that pedestrian users are

limited by their carrying capacity, vision-based registration approaches align models

and imagery solely through the extraction and tracking of natural features from

scenes. Derived in part from the work of Lucas and Kanade (1981) on stereo image

registration, Yuan et al. (2007) provided a good review of previous work on

markerless AR applications (those that accomplish image alignment without using

predefined fiducial marks) and offered a robust registration algorithm that depends

Figure 10. Error in symbol position due to error in position acquisition. The user standing
at p finds her position as p9, 2 m away. The resulting model is computed for position p9,
causing the symbol for the rendered pipeline to be misaligned with the real feature lying
underneath the road.

Figure 11. The effect of position acquisition error on distant features. In a, a user at p with a
position acquisition error of 2 m observes a feature at a distance of 50 km. At 0.002u, the
measure of angle A is less than that of the critical angle 0.073u and will fall within 1 pixel on
the given system with display height h of 300 pixels and field of view w of 22u.
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upon the automatic extraction of at least six natural features from an image.

Although the performance of their current system suffers from variations in natural

illumination and may fail entirely during rapid camera movements, the authors were

able to report a processing speed of over 12 frames/s using streaming video under

controlled conditions. Certainly such approaches, if sufficiently generalized, would

provide better registration options for mobile systems than may be practical through

sensor-based approaches.

Given adequate model and image registration, work in AR will undoubtedly move

toward representational issues such as the presentation of occluded information in

urban environments. Furmanski et al. (2002) proposed some general guidelines for

disambiguating AR representations through the appropriate symbolization of

occluded features by varying symbol size with distance from the observer and in

streaming video applications, assuring that symbols move in a manner that

corresponds to human perceptual expectations of motion parallax. Schmalstieg et al.

(2007) are now working on system-level architectures for organizing and managing

model data capture, image capture, view generation, tracking and visualization that

assume the availability of fully-operational AR systems.

9. Conclusion

As the precision of position and viewing angle acquisition devices increases and as

continuing improvements are made in vision-based registration systems, the viability

of mobile platforms for ASDS services will improve as well. By now, stationary

platforms remain good tools for testing user interface, surface modeling and

database management issues for augmented scene delivery and interaction. Through

such a platform, this paper has demonstrated that perspective surface rendering can

be performed efficiently through adaptive, linear-time resampling of dense TINs. It

has also provided a client/server computing model for stationary platforms that can

be ported to mobile applications.

Once a mobile ASDS client can be packaged into a reliable and compact

platform, the applications for these systems in tourism, land navigation, feature

identification and other domains will drive further research into their design. In the

meantime, work needs to be carried out on the development of an appropriate user

interface for ‘small screen’ user platforms such as PDAs. Further research also needs

to be conducted on the server side of the system to determine how to scale it up at

best to handle large numbers of user requests, especially with regard to the efficient

creation of DTIN and VTIN models for multiple users.

The ubiquitous availability of high speed computing, graphics processing and

wireless communications to researchers in GIS and cartography allows us to

imagine and create new tools for spatial visualization and analysis. It is truly an

exciting time for our disciplines.
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